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The present invention relates to valve covers for prod 
uct dispensers, such as valved, pressurized aerosol dis 
pensers commonly used for providing sprays, foams and 
the like. 
A protective valve closure or cap is ordinarily provided 

to avoid inadvertent discharge of the container contents, 
and protection during shipment and handling. Some of 
such valve covering closures heretofore in use have been 
molded of relatively soft polyethylene material which is 
readily ?exed to permit removal of the closure. Such 
closures may be subject to the objection that they do not 
protect the contents of the container from tampering. In 
a'smuch as the containers commonly used as such dispens— 
ing,v containers (for example, low pressure cans) are 

' opaque, the consumer cannot detect whether a portion 
of ‘the container contents has been intentionally stolen 
or inadvertently discharged. 

Another form of prior art closure is that shown in the’ 
patent to Soifer, No. 2,643,915, which discloses a cap 
molded of a brittle or frangible‘plastic material such as 
polystyrene, equipped with a break-out tab or lever in 
angular registration with a retention tooth, the tab and 
tooth being circumscribed by a break-out line. When the 
retention tooth is broken from the cap by means of the 
lever provided, a prospective purchaser may see that the 
can has theretofore been broken. However, once the 
break-out tab is removed, the cap is without this reten 
tion tooth, and when reapplied does not adhere as tightly 
to the mouth of the container as may be desired for cer 
tain uses. 7 

The purposes of the present invention include achieving 
the advantages and overcoming the disadvantages of both 
of these prior art types, by utilizing a cap which is super 
?cially similar to that of the Soifer patent, butudifferent 
in the certain signi?cant particulars, including the follow 
mg: 

. Instead of utilizing a brittle plastic material, it utilizes 
a tough material possessing strength in both tension and 
torsion. A somewhat hardened polyethylene material is 
the best practical, commercially available material. for this 
purpose successfully used. In addition, the break-out pro 
vision in the cap does not extend entirely to the base of 
the tooth, but instead stops short of the lower rim, leav 
ing tough twistable retention bands holding the tooth in 
place on the cap. These bands may extend and twist 
somewhat, thus permitting a radially outward displace 
ment and a “cocking” or tilting displacement of the tooth. 
A still further difference is the provision of a thickened 
base projecting externally from the tooth so that when the 
lever is pressed downward, the base will bear downward 
against a shoulder on the container, extend and twist the 
retention bands,.and raise the cap from the mouth of the 
container. 

~ In the accompanyingdrawings: 
" FIGURE 1 is a rear elevational view of a closure in 

corporating the present invention. 
_ FIGURE 2 is a side elevation thereof. 
FIGURE 3 is a bottom view thereof. 
‘FIGURE 4 is a sectional view taken along line 4 of 

FIGURE 2. 
>_ FIGURE 5 is an enlarged section, shown fragmentarily, 
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2 
of a closure in place on a dispensing container shown in 
phantom lines. 
FIGURE 6 is a further enlarged fragmentary sectional 

view taken along line 6-~6 of FIGURE 5. 
FIGURE 7 is an enlarged fragmentary view of the re 

tention tooth and break-out provision, as seen from the 
inside of the cap. 
FIGURE 8 is a view similar to FIGURE 5 showing 

the break-out provision broken through but the tooth 
still engaged beneath the ledge outward of the container 
mouth. 
FIGURE 9 is a view similar to FIGURE 8 showing ' 

the break-out lever pressed further downward to form a 
fulcrum against the container shoulder, lifting the closure 
from the container mouth. 
The closure hereafter described is intended for use in 

combination with a typical dispensing container such as 
the can generally designated 11 in FIGURE 5, having a 
tapering upper wall 12 terminating in a radially inward 
extending, slightly tapered shoulder 13 which extends in 
ward to the mouth 14, and is there provided with an up 
wardly extending rounded lip 15. The lip 15 is covered 
with the outwardly rounded rim '16 of a mounting cup 
generally designated 17, at whose center is mounted a valv 
ing spout 18. The outer edge of the rim 16 extends out 
wardly and downwardly over the lip 15 of the container, 
terminating in a downward presented ledge 19 which is’ 
presented spacedly above the shoulder 1'3. These portions 
are utilized for latching the closure 20, as hereinafter 
described. 
The closure 26} hereinbefore referred to is molded pref 

erably of polyethylene, hardened somewhat more than 
polyethylene heretofore commonly in use but neverthe 
less of a grade and composition which is characterized by 
toughness, a degree of extensibility in tension, and ability 
to resist torsion or twist. This material is neither brittle 
nor frangible in the sense that the polystyrene caps (here 
tofore utilized for tamper-indicating closures as in the 
So?er patent) are frangible. Nevertheless this material 
will fracture after being stretched or extended, a quality 
which is availed of to advantage, as hereinafter disclosed. 
Any other moldable plastic having similar physical char-. 
acteristics could be substituted. 
The closure formed by molding such a plastic is gen 

erally designated 20 and, as illustrated, comprises an up 
per cap portion including a top 21, and ribbed, slightly 
tapering upper sidewall 22, an outward ?ared shoulder 
23, and a substantially cylindrical lower skirt portion 24 
which extends approximately the full height of the con 
tainer lip 15 and down to the container shoulder, adja 
cent to which it presents a lower rim 25. 
The lower skirt portion 24 has an inner diameter slightly 

greater than the outer diameter of the mounting cup 17 
at and above the ledge 19; but interrupted by certain in 
ward projecting portions which serve to hold the closure . 
29 in place. These inward projecting portions include 
several vertically-extending, inward-projecting ridges 26, 
spaced from each other, there being four shown in FIG 
URE 3; a ?xed tooth 27 (also referred to as a ?xed reten 
tion segment) extending inward, approximately in the 
plane of the lower edge rim 25, an amount slightly greater 
than the inward projection of the vertical ridges 26, but 
being shallow enough to ?t between the ledge 19 and the 
shoulder 13; and a latching tooth or retention segment 
28, spaced diametrically opposite the ?xed tooth 27, and, 
as shown, being of the same general size and proportions. 
Both the ?xed tooth 27 and the latching tooth 28 extend 
horizontally for some convenient length, which may be 
an arcuate distance of approximately thirty degrees (30°), ' 
more or less, with Wide latitude for increase and decrease, 
as will be understood from a consideration of their func 
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tions. For engaging beneath the ledge 19, both the ?xed 
tooth 27 and the latching tooth 28 are provided with a 
somewhat tapering upper surface 29, extending down 
ward and inward, whereby to engage beneath the ledge 
19 when the closure 20 is in place as shown in FIG 
URE 5. 
On the outer side of the skirt portion 24 is integrally 

molded an externally thickened lever base portion 30, 
from which projects upward and outward a latching lever 
31 including a rounded upper manipulation portion 32, 
to be depressed by applying a thumb or ?nger thereto. 
The lever base portion 39 has a lower surface 33 extend 
ing radially outward to a somewhat rounded fulcrum tip 
portion 34. The under surface 33 of the unbroken 
closure 20 shown in FIGURE 5 is at a level above but 
fairly closely adjacent to the container shoulder 13. 
At the level of the closure rim 25, as shown in FIG 

URES 3, 6, and 7, the rim 25 is continuous, the portions 
therein on both sides adjacent to the latching tooth 28 
being referred to as the retention band portions 35. These 
retention band portions 35 have a depth, extending up 
wardly from the rim 25, at least as great as the depth of 
the latching tooth 28. Immediately above them, however, 
are the lower ends of a thinned break-out line 36 which 
extends upward to and nearly completely circumscribes 
the upper portion of the lever base 30. Well above the 
retention band portions 35, and preferably at top center as 
shown in FIGURE 7, is a fracturable skirt portion 37, 
which interrupts the break-out line 36. This fracturable 
skirt portion 37 is shown intact in FIGURES 5 and 7, 
and fractured in FIGURES 8 and 9. Over a portion of 
the lengths of the break-out line 36 between the fractur 
able skirt portion 37 and the retention band portions 35, 
the break-out line 36 may be thinned to zero thickness; 
that is, it may include elongated apertures 38. 

.fter the can 11 has been ?lled, the mounting cup 17 
crimped in place and the container gassed through the 
valving spout 18, the closure 20 is engaged over the ledge 
19 by pressing it downward, the skirt portion 24 ?exing as 
a whole to permit engagement. The tapering upper sur 
faces 29 of the latching tooth 28 and ?xed tooth 27 press 
securely against the under surface of the ledge 19, with 
the rim 25 presented closely adjacent to, or in contact 
with, the inner portion of the shoulder 13. The closure 
20 cannot be removed merely by hand; and the 'use of any 
tool would cause fracture in the skirt portion 24, most 
likely in the break-out line 36. 
When one presses his ?nger against the rounded upper 

lever portion 32, and pushes downward and slightly out 
ward, the polyethylene plastic material at the fracturable 
point 37 ?rst elongates but then breaks out as shown in 
FIGURE 8. The retention band portions 35 however 
merely twist slightly, as shown by the rotation of the 
latching tooth 28 in that ?gure. The under surface 33 of 
the lever base portion 30 is thus brought against the 
container shoulder 13 well outward of the latching tooth 
28. Further continued pressure on the rounded upper 
portion 32 of the lever 31 brings its fulcrum tip portion 
34 against the shoulder 13, exerting such a force as to put 
tension in the retention band portions 35 and somewhat 
distort the rim 2-5 in the region of such portions, thus 
permitting the latching tooth 28 to be displaced radially 
outward su?icient to clear the lip 19 and slide upward 
along the mounting cup rim 16. The lever 31 thus raises 
the closure 20 from the shoulder 13 as shown in FIG 
URE 9, as the retention band portions 35 are further 
twisted. Due to toughness of the material, the extension 
and twisting of the retention band portions 35 does not 
break them off; so the cap can be reused. 

After the fracturable portion 37 has been parted, the 
twisting of the retention band portions 35 may begin. 
The fracturable portion 37 is located so prominently, that 
breakage there is easily, noted. Any break in the ma 
terial at the fracturable portion 37 will signal to the 
user that the closure 20 has already been broken. There 
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4 
after the lever 31 will not stay in an upright position 
shown in FIGURE 5, but tends rather to droop to the 
position shown in FIGURE 8. 

It will be apparent that the present invention is utilizable 
on other types of containers than that shown, as well as 
for other types of products than those discussed. In par 
ticula-r, it is intended for use with containers having 
seamed top walls, ordinarily slightly domed, wherein such 
top wall serves the function of the shoulder 13 shown in 
the present illustrations. Also, the closure may be uti 
lized with pressure bottles and other containers having 
parts equivalent to those described. Furthermore, changes 
may be made in parts and portions utilized, as will be 
apparent to those familiar with the art to which the sub 
ject-matter pertains, without departing from the scope of 
the present invention. Accordingly, the invention is not 
to be construed narrowly, but instead as fully coextensive 
with the claims which follow. 
We claim: 
1. A reusable tamper-indicating container closure, com 

prising an integral cap formed of a tough and resilient 
plastic material and having a lower edge rim including a 
retention tooth, and externally thickened portion in angu 
lar registration with the tooth, said thickened portion 

5 having a lever portion projecting therefrom, there being 
a thinned break-out line upward adjacent the tooth, the 
breakout line having ends extending downwardly on both 
sides of said thickened portion and stopping short of the 
lower edge of the rim, together with extensible, twistable 
retention bands in the periphery of the rim beneath the 
ends of said line on both sides of the retention tooth. 

‘2. A reusable tamper-indicating container closure com 
prising a cap structure integrally formed of tough and 
resilient plastic and having a skirt portion terminating in 
a lower continuous circular rim, a locking tooth project 
ing radially inwardly from a portion of said rim, an ex 
ternally thickened portion of said skirt projecting radial 
ly outward from the lower edge of the rim and located in 
angular registration with the locking tooth, a lever ex 
tending from the externally thickened portion, and a 
break-out line having lower ends spacedly upward from the 
lower edge of the rim, said line extending upwardly from 
said ends to demarcate the upper part of the externally 
thickened skirt portion, together with extensible, twistable 
retention bands in the periphery of the rim on both sides 
of the locking tooth beneath the ends of said break-out 
line. 

3. For use in dispensing containers and the like, a re 
usable break-indicating closure comprising a cap molded 
of a plastic material characterized by toughness in ten 
sion and torsion and including integrally a cover portion 
having a skirt, a retention segment at the lower edge of the 
skirt extending inwardly therefrom, an externally project 
ing lever in angular registration with the retention seg 
ment, and fracturable break-through means formed in the 
skirt upwardly adjacent the retention segment and having 
ends stopping short of the lower edge, together with ex 
tensible twistable integral retention band portions at both 
sides of the retention segment immediately beneath the 
ends of the break-through means. 

4. The combination comprising a container including 
a mouth having a circumferential ledge and a shoulder 
extending radially outward from the mouth beneath the 
ledge, together with a one-piece molded cap formed of 
a tough and resilient plastic material and having a clo 
sure skirt ?tting radially outward of the container mouth, 
the skirt terminating in a lower edge rim presented against 
the container shoulder, the rim including an inward-pro 
jecting retention tooth engageable beneath the ledge, the 
skirt having a fulcrum portion extending outward at a 
level above and adjacent to the container shoulder, said 
portion being in angular registration with the tooth, said 
portion having a lever extending therefrom, there being 
a break-out portion in the skirt upwardly immediately 
adjacent the tooth, and extensible, twistable integral re 
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tention bands in the lower edge periphery of the rim at 
both sides of the tooth, whereby, on fracture of the break 
out portion, the fulcrum portion may bear against the con 
tainer shoulder to disengage the retention tooth from be 
neath the ledge. ' 

5. A reusable container closure comprising a cap struc 
ture integrally formed of a plastic material characterized 
by toughness in tension and torsion, and having a skirt 
portion terminating in a lower continuous circular rim, 
a locking tooth projecting radially inward from a portion 
of said rim, a line perforated through the skirt above the 

' locking tooth, said line having an end at each side of 
the tooth, extensible twistable retention bands in the pe 
riphery of the rim beneath the ends of said line on both 
sides of the locking tooth, and means projecting from the 
outer side of the skirt in angular registration with the lock 
ing tooth for tilting the locking tooth between said twist 
able retention bands. 
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6 
6. The combination comprising a container including a 

mouth having a circumferential ledge, together with a one 
piece molded cap formed of a tough and resilient plastic 
material and having a closure skirt ?tting radially outward 
of the container mouth, the skirt terminating in a lower 
edge rim including an inward-projecting retention tooth 
engageable beneath the ledge and an outward-projecting 
lever in angular registration with the tooth, the skirt hav 
ing a line perforated therethrough and extending over the 
tooth and lever, said line having lower ends spaced close 
ly above the rim on both sides of the tooth whereby to 
constitute the portions of the rim beneath the ends of the 
line as extensible, twistable integral retention bands. 
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